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evolving immunological story might also help illuminate
the relationship between growth and differentiation
across many eukaryotic kingdoms (Murray, 2002; Poe-
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further discussion and investigation into the elegantlyPhiladelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
regulated developmental processes that we depend on
for successful inhabitance of a microbe-filled world. Of
note, all references are to reviews or perspectives, whichExpression of genes in the right place at the right time
is fundamental to all of life. The ontogeny of effector will contain ample citation of the primary data.
and memory T cells is a robust example of this impor-
tant principle. Although lymphocytes represent a late Conversations with the Molecule-of-Life
addition in animal evolution, they are serving as an The development of an organism, plant or animal, is a
exceptional model system to unlock the mysteries sur- mixture of intrinsic and extrinsic information to varying
rounding the way in which the genome is animated. It degrees. The immune response is a superb example of
will be speculated here that further insight into funda- developmental programming that can be strongly influ-
mental principles of genome function may arise from enced by variations in environmental cues or extrinsic
study of immunity. Likewise, such information may be signal transduction (Ansel et al., 2003; Grogan and Lock-
key to understanding and altering immunobiology. sley, 2002; Lanzavecchia and Sallusto, 2002; Murphy
and Reiner, 2002; Reiner, 2001; Seder and Ahmed, 2003).
There is an emerging story in the field of gene regulation, We are beginning to understand a great deal about how
a story that immunologists will likely find illuminating. It distinct classes of pathogens communicate their unique
concerns a central question that we have pondered structures to the immune system. Receptors on innate
since the advent of the cell and molecular biology revolu- immune cells transduce this information such that these
tions. How do external signals and information get con- cells, in turn, talk to cells of the adaptive immune system
verted into cellular behavior? For an environmentally (Medzhitov and Janeway, 2002).
reactive network of cells, such as the immune system, Conventional and genome-wide approaches to moni-
this type of knowledge could be key for directing cellular tor the proteome and transcriptome have helped us to
decisions, and even changing previously irrevocable cell plow through signal transduction pathways and move
fates (Theise and Wilmut, 2003). progressively closer to understanding the most down-
It has become increasingly clear that simple genetic stream interactions, between DNA binding factors and
information, the primary sequence of DNA, is probably their target genes. One of the surprises with which we
insufficient to codify the behavior of cells. In eukaryotes are now faced is that signal transduction does not al-
especially there seems to be previously unrecognized ways add up the way we think it should have, or at least
information contained within the packaging of DNA into the way it would in prokaryotes (Bird, 2002; Jaenisch
chromatin and chromosomes (Jenuwein and Allis, 2001; and Bird, 2003). The idealized model of signaling sug-
Schreiber and Bernstein, 2002). Covalent modifications gests that mobilization of factors to the nucleus will
of the packaging material, and of the DNA itself, appear result in a predictable change in transcription of target
to provide regulatory information that enriches the genes. I speculate that signal transduction does not
meaning of the simple genetic code (Grewal and always give predictable outcomes because signals do
Moazed, 2003; Jaenisch and Bird, 2003; Jenuwein and not always simply end at DNA. Instead, the input signal
Allis, 2001; Levine and Tjian, 2003; Richards and Elgin, must sometimes “converse” with DNA and its coating
2002; Schreiber and Bernstein, 2002). In this review, I (Figure 1).
will highlight emerging ideas concerning genome func- To avoid potential skepticism, it might be useful to
tion and speculate on the nature of the wealth of informa- think of this concept of a “conversant” genome as being
tion that is encased within our chromosomes. somewhat analogous to the DNA damage responses of
In parallel, I will try to illustrate that broadly applicable metazoa (Zhou and Elledge, 2000). Triggered by strand
experimental insights should continue to be derived breaks and other mutation, damaged DNA nucleates
from study of lymphocytes as a model system of how polymers of ADP-ribose and other high-order assem-
cell behavior is programmed or reprogrammed. Recent blies that transduce signaling pathways capable of ar-
developments concerning the ontogeny of effector and resting cell cycle progression, initiating repair, or in-
memory cells, and their relationship to the process of structing cellular suicide. Likewise, examples from
clonal expansion, may provide a framework for under- lymphocyte biology will allow me to speculate that input
standing some emerging concepts of gene regulation signal transduction converses with genome-based sig-
in the 21st century (Ansel et al., 2003; Fearon et al., naling events to mediate temporally and spatially com-
2001; Grogan and Locksley, 2002; Lanzavecchia and plex outcomes from more simple commands (Figure 1).
Sallusto, 2002; Murphy and Reiner, 2002; Reiner, 2001;
Seder and Ahmed, 2003; Smale, 2003a). This rapidly When Input Signal Transduction Does Not Add Up
One of the great discoveries from the genomics revolu-
tion of the last few years has been a surprising negativeCorrespondence: sreiner@mail.med.upenn.edu
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result—the failure to detect a massive increase in gene digm where input signals converse with genome-based
signals (epigenetic effect), the encounter of repressornumbers in higher versus lower animals. This has led to
the idea that the increase in biological complexity of with genetic material allows nucleation of a silent struc-
ture in this region. This silent state can then persist (orhigher animals is at least partially due to more sophisti-
cated modes of gene regulation (Levine and Tjian, 2003). be reassembled) through subsequent cell divisions in
the absence of the initial input signal or DNA bindingThis concept has coincided with an explosion of infor-
mation about the biochemical and functional character- site. In this way, the consequence of the input signal is
a state of repression that transcends the space and timeistics of chromatin (Bird, 2002; Grewal and Moazed,
2003; Jenuwein and Allis, 2001; Richards and Elgin, in which it originally occurred (Figure 2). This is referred
to as a cellular or epigenetic memory.2002; Schreiber and Bernstein, 2002; Smale, 2003a). The
growth of the genome has required more inventive ways The epigenetic paradigm of silencing is well illustrated
during lymphocyte development. In the course of thy-of packaging and sorting genetic material. This packag-
ing and higher-order partitioning is likely to be one, but mopoeisis, mutation of the Cd4 silencer, the Runx3 re-
pressor, or specific chromatin remodeling componentscertainly not the only, key mechanism that mediates
increased regulatory complexity without need for a huge results in selection of CD8 T cells that fail to downregu-
late CD4 (Kioussis and Ellmeier, 2002; Smale, 2003a;increase in gene totals.
Epigenetic effects can be viewed as the incomplete Zamoyska, 2003). Once the repressor and the Cd4 si-
lencer have conversed to establish repression, the sub-culmination of input signal transduction (Bird, 2002). For
example, Drosophila harboring the white mottled allele sequent deletion of the silencer does not perturb the
continued repression of the gene throughout the laterhave eyes with stochastic red pigmentation, in contrast
to flies with a wild-type white gene, whose eyes are divisions of the life of a mature CD8 T cell. Thus, the
original input command appears to have become inte-homogeneously red (Pirrotta and Rastelli, 1994). The
abnormality, in this case, does not result from defective grated or “memorized” into the gene target in such a
way that it transcends the space and timing of the bio-signal transduction, as we traditionally regard it, i.e., the
developmental mobilization of proteins to the nucleus chemical events that originally mobilized Runx3 and
chromatin remodeling components to bind the Cd4 si-to mediate activation of the white target gene. Instead,
the defect arises from a transposition that juxtaposed lencer.
One of the major challenges facing the field within thethe white gene in proximity to condensed chromatin.
Spreading of the condensed chromatin over the white next several years will be to unravel the mechanisms of
cellular epigenetic inheritance, or that which propagatesgene causes the conventional signal to abort in some,
but not all, of the sister cells of the developing eye the structure and packaging of a “closed” locus in con-
cert with the replication of DNA. It is understandable,(Pirrotta and Rastelli, 1994). Thus, it can be hypothesized
that the signal does not simply instruct a gene output. therefore, that lymphocytes provide an exceptionally
useful model system for unlocking these secrets. OfInstead, the packaging of the gene appears to have
something to say in response to the signal. This re- additional importance, these are questions that could
eventually lead to productive clinical interventions assponse from the genome, in some cases, is a flat-out
“no.” they may provide novel targets to reverse what was
previously felt to be an irreversible state or fate (TheiseMonoalleleic patterns of gene expression, owing to X
chromosome inactivation or parental imprinting, are rich and Wilmut, 2003).
examples of epigenetic effects in mammals (Bird, 2002;
Jaenisch and Bird, 2003). There is enough signal trans- Pauses and Persistence
duction to power either allele of a given gene but the In contrast to epigenetic gene silencing at the Cd4 locus,
lack of expression at one allele is the consequence of the induction of transcriptional competence and matura-
a genome-based (epigenetic) veto on the input signal tion of the Ifng and Il4 loci are serving as model systems
transduction. Evidence that this is a conversation be- for the conversation between activating signals that oc-
tween gene target and its trans-acting signal comes cur during the immune response and the useful ways in
from the observation that the same allele remains “off” which the genome can talk back to enrich the complexity
over every cell division. In contrast, the nonconversant of the input command (Ansel et al., 2003; Grogan and
allele within the same nucleus, that which is obeying Locksley, 2002; Murphy and Reiner, 2002; Smale, 2003a,
the input signal, remains always “on.” 2003b). An activator, such as T-bet or Gata-3, may be
mobilized in the input signal transduction event that
occurs in the naive T cells, but its consequence, theMore Than a Veto
Inherent in the concept of an epigenetic effect is that final remodeling and fixation of gene activity, may be
executed (or protracted, if you will) over the course ofstates of gene activity or silencing can be transmitted
between parent and daughter cells. This form of cellular several more cell divisions, culminating in a memorized
state that is independent of the original signal (Figureinheritance, referred to as the heritable nature of gene
silencing, is likely to be important for keeping things off 1). This type of epigenetic activation can be contrasted
to the behavior of a traditional genetic (or input signaling)in the face of transcription factors that continually seek
to turn them on. Two modes of repression, reversible model of activation where gene activity is more proxi-
mate to the input signal, in space and time, and thatand epigenetic, can, therefore, be distinguished (Figure
2). In the paradigm of input signaling, there is conven- reverts back to inactivity following dissipation of the
signal (Figure 2).tional repression, which is a factor-dependent, active,
and rapidly reversible process. By contrast, in a para- The delayed expression or maturation of the cytokine
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Figure 1. Conversations from Life
This speculative model illustrates how environmental cues, either DNA damage (top) or activating signal transduction (bottom), can be viewed
as a conversation between the input information and the response that emanates back from the genome. After the mutagenic insult (in this
case, a double-stranded break), signal transduction events are nucleated from the point of damage to tell a cell to undergo cell cycle arrest,
and either repair of the mutation or death. In the case of developmental cues, it is speculated that the most downstream portions of the input
signal, the transcriptional activators (green rectangle) and repressors, are integrated into a set of signal transduction events that are nucleated
from the structure and modifications of chromatin. It is further speculated that the conversation between input signal and the signaling
properties of the genome will parlay the signal into one with much richer temporal and spatial complexity than would be possible from input
signal alone. The conversant quality of the genome might be regarded as one of the animating principles that gives DNA the quality of the
molecule-of-life.
target genes is accompanied by a well-ordered bio- In addition to the elegant and orderly derepression of
cytokine targets, there may be a wealth of knowledgechemical sequence. Changes in chromatin folding, his-
tone tail modification, displacement of repressive com- to be derived from the heritable silencing of activator
loci, such as the way in which Gata3 and T-bet appearplexes, and finally demethylation of CpG dinucleotides
eventually results in heritable imprinting of activity (Ansel to undergo permanent silencing in mature Th1 and Th2
cells, respectively (Grogan and Locksley, 2002; Murphyet al., 2003; Murphy and Reiner, 2002; Smale, 2003a).
This complexity-constructed-out-of-simplicity (Figure 1) and Reiner, 2002; Reiner, 2001; Smale, 2003a). The avail-
ability of genetic and biochemical approaches, using aappears to be a direct consequence of the covalent
modification of histones and DNA, as well as the higher- differentiation process that can be triggered in suspen-
sion culture, should see lymphocytes assuming a centralorder assembly of multiprotein complexes associated
with these tags. For such reasons, the “back-talk” from role in the investigation of genome function.
the genome bears biophysical similarities to the input
signals (Jenuwein and Allis, 2001; Schreiber and Bern- A Timing for Change
The concept of clonal selection suggests that a single,stein, 2002).
The foregoing views are still tentative models for cyto- antigen-specific cell, when engaged by the appropriate
microbial antigen, will undergo vigorous cellular prolifer-kine gene induction, and there are still gaping holes in
our knowledge of the precise timing and placement of ation in order to meet the demands, present and future,
of the microbial burden. Naive lymphocytes lack thethe biochemical changes mentioned above. It is likely
that the details of these processes will occupy the efforts effector functions and gene expression that are required
for suitable control of an infectious onslaught. It is there-of many labs in the coming years. In addition to providing
a platform for devising a new generation of cellular and fore not only a burden of an immune response to un-
dergo adequate cellular expansion but also to undergopharmacological therapies for immune-mediated pro-
cesses, the study of immune response gene maturation requisite changes in gene expression.
The dual requirement for growth/division on the onemay serve as one of the most tractable model systems
for mammalian gene regulation at the epigenetic level. hand and differentiation on the other hand suggests at
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Figure 3. Possible Relationships between Differentiation and Prolif-
eration
Red lines indicate a nonmitotic change in cell fate. Black arrows
Figure 2. Inhibitory and Activating Epigenetic Effects
indicate a cell division. White cells are undifferentiated, while blue
This schematic contrasts conventional input signaling pathways to cells are differentiated to varying degrees. The top-most model
epigenetic behaviors. In the first model, simple repression involves depicts cellular transition followed by clonal expansion, resulting in
an active gene being subjected to inactivation from a DNA binding a homogeneous group of differentiated clonal progeny. The second
protein that is capable of recruiting the appropriate corepressors. model depicts division, followed by exit from the cell cycle, followed
When the input signal (culminating in the repressor) dissipates, the by differentiation. This review speculates that the first two models
inactive gene reverts back to its active state. In heritable silencing are unlikely to be suitable to explain the apparent behavior of lym-
(second model, an epigenetic effect), the active gene undergoes phocytes during an immune response. In the lowermost model, cell
repression mediated by a specific DNA binding protein. This nucle- division is accompanied by differentiation. Progressive changes in
ates a structure at the repressed locus that eventually becomes cell fate and distinct changes in the structure of lineage restricted
transcendent of the initiating repressor. Below the dashed line, sim- target genes (depicted as darkening blue) occur as a step-wise
ple activation is contrasted to stable, or memorized, remodeling. process in dividing cells. This model appears to accommodate cur-
An input signal (in this case, culminating in the activator) may induce rent evidence on the ontogeny of effecter and memory T cells during
activity that is rapidly reversible upon its departure (third model). an immune response and progressive epigenetic maturation of some
By contrast, an activator can induce remodeling of chromatin struc- lineage restricted genes.
ture that initially requires activator but later becomes transcendent
of the activator (fourth model). See text for relevant immunological
examples of each epigenetic effect.
(Ansel et al., 2003; Murphy and Reiner, 2002). Certain
changes occur rapidly, such as nuclease hypersensitiv-
ity and histone acetylation. The changes that seem toleast three potential models for the relationship between
coincide with permanent maturation, or memorization,the two processes (Figure 3). Two models suggest that
such as demethylation, appear to be slower, especiallythe two processes occur in series, while the third model
with regard to division number.suggests they occur in parallel. First, a premitotic cell
In addition to subcellular, chromatin-based evidence,might differentiate, and then undergo expansion. An al-
there now appears to be ample evidence that lympho-ternative, which is a paradigm common in animal organ-
cyte differentiation is a linear or proliferation-dependentogenesis, involves proliferation and differentiation in se-
process at the cellular or functional level (Fearon et al.,ries. In this case, cells proliferate and then exit the cell
2001; Lanzavecchia and Sallusto, 2002; Reiner, 2001;cycle, whereupon postmitotic cells undergo terminal dif-
Seder and Ahmed, 2003). Thus, there is now strongferentiation (Figure 3). An alternative to the first two
evidence that the progressive maturation of effectormodels is that division and differentiation occur in paral-
traits and memory attributes can be directly linked tolel and may even be integrated events (Figure 3).
the process of cell division. It may be speculated thatWhether T cell differentiation precedes, follows, or is
better understanding of the parallel coordination of divi-accompanied by the cell cycle has been a lively contro-
sion and differentiation (Figure 3) as they are shaped byversy for the past 5 years (Ansel et al., 2003; Murphy
external stimuli is the key to understanding the complexand Reiner, 2002). Initial debates focused on the first
fate map of the clonal progeny of an antigen-specificdetectable expression of an effector gene, and it would
lymphocyte that has been engaged in an immune re-probably be fair to say that this remains unresolved.
action.More clearly, however, the requirement to make the tran-
sition from the chromatin structure of an effector gene
in a naive cell to that of the fully mature cell, which A View from Another Kingdom
Coordination between growth/cell division on the onediffer in the ability of the latter cells to rapidly transcribe
massive amounts of the signature mRNA, is unlikely hand and differentiation on the other hand is a paradigm
that is strikingly similar to the development of plantsto be accomplished without successive cell divisions
Perspective
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Figure 4. A Botanical Model of Immunity
Based on the probable integration of division and differentiation, it is speculated that many aspects of plant development resemble a developing
antigen-specific immune response. The naive cell is represented as a seed. The second stage, or seedling, could either represent intermediate
progress toward productive immunity, or an arrest, such as clonal anergy/tolerance, if growth signals were insufficient. This model accommo-
dates the approximation of a stem cell-like behavior from a system that is terminally differentiating rather than strictly self-renewing. For
example, if central memory cells are the stalk of the mature plant, these early division intermediates would maintain an axis for renewed
growth of tissue-bound effector cells, represented as branch, leaf, and flowers. The persistence of some branches and leaves during resolution
reflects the apparent durability of some of the more terminally differentiated effector progeny.
(Murray, 2002; Poethig, 2003). The process of plant or- Lymph node homing intermediates appear to be more
long lived than tissue-bound effector cells, and theyganogenesis is also highly responsive to the environ-
ment, although it is clearly a marriage of intrinsic and probably represent a respectable approximation to a
stem cell. Their ability to rapidly divide and continueextrinsic signals. The same seed can ultimately develop
into an adult plant with extremely varied appearances, along an effector pathway that was only partially exe-
cuted before they stopped dividing is strikingly similardepending on the interplay of nutrients, sun, water, and
heat. A naive helper T cell can develop progeny that are to the regrowth of the cut branch of a plant (Figure 4).
Whether or not this also resembles limb regenerationpredominantly Th1-like, Th2-like, or complex mixtures
of several fates, with varying degrees of effector and as seen in lower vertebrates such as salamanders re-
mains to be discerned (Tanaka, 2003). From the per-memory composition, depending on the interplay of an-
tigen, costimulators, cytokines, and, in all likelihood, spective of transcription, the central memory intermedi-
ate may have only partially enacted the progressivenutrients (Lanzavecchia and Sallusto, 2002; Medzhitov
and Janeway, 2002; Murphy and Reiner, 2002; Plas et epigenetic remodeling of effector genes. This epigenetic
intermediate is likely to define how plastic the subse-al., 2002; Seder and Ahmed, 2003). For both plant devel-
opment and the burgeoning T cell response, it appears quent immune response will remain. It should be cau-
tioned that this model is still relatively tentative, andthat extrinsic variables are working within the con-
straints of an intrinsic set of signals to give coordinated may only apply to a limited portion of functional memory.
In addition, the foregoing model may only apply to CD4division and differentiation (Figure 4).
One of the problems potentially associated with the T cells, since CD8 tissue effector T cells may revert to
lymph node-homing central memory cells (Seder andcoordination of proliferation and differentiation is that
terminally differentiating cell divisions undermine the Ahmed, 2003).
Finally, a botanical model of immune response makescapacity for self-renewal. If indeed effector cells are
short lived, and memory cells are derived from effector some predictions about the types of controls that will
regulate cell fate. If proliferation and differentiation arecells, this could pose a problem for the persistence
of memory. Newer models have invoked intermediate coordinated in a step-wise linear process, we might
expect perturbation of growth or division control to ef-progeny (central memory) as a potential solution to this
problem (Fearon et al., 2001; Lanzavecchia and Sallusto, fect cell fate decisions. It could be argued that con-
version of a tolerant response to a productive one by2002; Seder and Ahmed, 2003). These cells have divided
a few times and then dropped out of the cell cycle at an deletion of CTLA-4, a negative regulator of T cell prolifer-
ation, fulfills such predictions (Greenwald et al., 2002),intermediate division number. While they are no longer
naive (not true stem cells), they are not as mature as although this molecule may have both intrinsic and ex-
trinsic ways of mediating growth control. This would alsothe most terminally divided cells of the lineage (effector
memory) (Fearon et al., 2001; Lanzavecchia and Sal- be consistent with the increased magnitude of immune
reactions in the absence of CTLA-4 and the associationlusto, 2002; Seder and Ahmed, 2003).
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Grogan, J.L., and Locksley, R.M. (2002). T helper cell differentiation:of many costimulatory signals with skewing of effector
on again, off again. Curr. Opin. Immunol. 14, 366–372.fates (Greenwald et al., 2002; Reiner, 2001). One final
Jaenisch, R., and Bird, A. (2003). Epigenetic regulation of gene ex-prediction made by this model is that deletion of CTLA-
pression: how the genome integrates intrinsic and environmental4 might shift a productive immune response into full
signals. Nat. Genet. 33, 245–254.
blown progression to effector memory, thereby jeopard-
Jenuwein, T., and Allis, C.D. (2001). Translating the histone code.
izing the reservoir of central memory. This could give a Science 293, 1074–1080.
conventional antigen the consequences of a superanti-
Kioussis, D., and Ellmeier, W. (2002). Chromatin and CD4, CD8A
gen, with massive expansion and then deletion. On the and CD8B gene expression during thymic differentiation. Nat. Rev.
other hand, the limits on growth may be so robust that Immunol. 2, 909–919.
only a minor defect might be perceptible. Lanzavecchia, A., and Sallusto, F. (2002). Progressive differentiation
and selection of the fittest in the immune response. Nat. Rev. Immu-
nol. 2, 982–987.Future Perspective
Levine, M., and Tjian, R. (2003). Transcription regulation and animalIt is tempting to speculate that there is some signal
diversity. Nature 424, 147–151.
transduction that extends outward from the genome, in
Medzhitov, R., and Janeway, C.A., Jr. (2002). Decoding the patternsaddition to that which leads inward. It is further predicted
of self and nonself by the innate immune system. Science 296,
that the complexity of more evolved life is partly the 298–300.
result of a simpler input set of commands being Murphy, K.M., and Reiner, S.L. (2002). The lineage decisions of
sculpted, contorted, and blended, over space and time, helper T cells. Nat. Rev. Immunol. 2, 933–944.
by their integration with genome-based signaling. Since Murray, J.A. (2002). Plant development meets cell proliferation in
life is a continuous succession of cell divisions, inherent Madrid. Dev. Cell 2, 21–27.
in the current view is the possibility that the signal trans- Pirrotta, V., and Rastelli, L. (1994). White gene expression, repressive
chromatin domains and homeotic gene regulation in Drosophila.duction mediated by the components of chromatin has
Bioessays 16, 549–556.a periodicity that is not present in input signal transduc-
Plas, D.R., Rathmell, J.C., and Thompson, C.B. (2002). Homeostatiction. Conventional input signals may have biological pe-
control of lymphocyte survival: potential origins and implications.riodicity (such as circadian variation) or biophysical peri-
Nat. Immunol. 3, 515–521.odicity (such as the dissociation parameters of a
Poethig, R.S. (2003). Phase change and the regulation of develop-particular intermolecular interaction). Chromatin-based
mental timing in plants. Science 301, 334–336.
signaling, however, will undergo additional periodic dis-
Reiner, S.L. (2001). Helper T cell differentiation, inside and out. Curr.mantling and reassembly in order to replicate DNA dur-
Opin. Immunol. 13, 351–355.
ing cell division. It is speculated that this periodicity or
Richards, E.J., and Elgin, S.C. (2002). Epigenetic codes for hetero-
window-of-opportunity (Weintraub et al., 1978) will be chromatin formation and silencing: rounding up the usual suspects.
an integral part of the genome-based signaling that oc- Cell 108, 489–500.
curs in dividing cells. Schreiber, S.L., and Bernstein, B.E. (2002). Signaling network model
The fate map of C. elegans was immensely illuminating of chromatin. Cell 111, 771–778.
for understanding metazoan development and homeo- Seder, R.A., and Ahmed, R. (2003). Similarities and differences in
CD4 and CD8 effector and memory T cell generation. Nat. Immu-stasis, by chronicling the reproducible series of changes
nol. 4, 835–842.that occurs with each successive cell division. Innova-
Smale, S.T. (2003a). The establishment and maintenance of lympho-tions in genomics, imaging, and other technologies will
cyte identity through gene silencing. Nat. Immunol. 4, 607–615.soon make it possible to construct cellular and subcellu-
Smale, S.T. (2003b). A Th2 cytokine LCR. Adding a new piece tolar fate maps, including biochemical characteristics of
the regulatory puzzle. Immunity 19, 1–2.the genome, from real in vivo immune responses in the
Tanaka, E.M. (2003). Regeneration: if they can do it, why can’t we?body. It is speculated that unveiling these secrets of
Cell 113, 559–562.cellular differentiation during immunity will speak vol-
Theise, N.D., and Wilmut, I. (2003). Cell plasticity: flexible arrange-umes about the way in which the genome becomes
ment. Nature 425, 21.
animated as the molecule-of-life.
Weintraub, H., Flint, S.J., Leffak, I.M., Groudine, M., and Grainger,
R.M. (1978). The generation and propagation of variegated chromo-
Acknowledgments some structures. Cold Spring Harb. Symp. Quant. Biol. 42, 401–407.
Zamoyska, R. (2003). T-cell differentiation: chromatin remodelling
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